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Therapeutic cloning or nuclear transfer for stem cells (NTSC) seeks to overcome immune rejection through the development of embryonic
stem cells (ES cells) derived from cloned blastocysts. The successful derivation of a human embryonic stem cell (hESC) line from blastocysts
generated by somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) provides proof-of-principle for btherapeutic cloning,Q though immune matching of the
differentiated NT-hES remains to be established. Here, in nonhuman primates (NHPs; rhesus and cynomologus macaques), the strategies
used with human SCNT improve NHP-SCNT development significantly. Protocol improvements include the following: enucleation just prior
to metaphase-II arrest; extrusion rather than extraction of the meiotic spindle-chromosome complex (SCC); nuclear transfer by electrofusion
with simultaneous cytoplast activation; and sequential media. Embryo transfers (ET) of 135 SCNT-NHP into 25 staged surrogates did not
result in convincing evidence of pregnancies after 30 days post-ET. These results demonstrate that (i) protocols optimized in humans generate
preimplantation embryos in nonhuman primates; (ii) some, though perhaps not yet all, hurdles in deriving NT-nhpES cells from cloned
macaque embryos (therapeutic cloning) have been overcome; (iii) reproductive cloning with SCNT-NHP embryos appears significantly less
efficient than with fertilized embryos; (iv) therapeutic cloning with matured metaphase-II oocytes, aged oocytes, or bfertilization failuresQ
might remain difficult since enucleation is optimally performed prior to metaphase-II arrest; and (v) challenges remain for producing
reproductive successes since NT embryos appear inferior to fertilized ones due to spindle defects resulting from centrosome and motor
deficiencies that produce aneuploid preimplantation embryos, among other anomalies including genomic imprinting, mitochondrial and
cytoplasmic heterogeneities, cell cycle asynchronies, and improper nuclear reprogramming.
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(ISSCR) Nomenclature Statement (September 2, 2004), bnuclear transfer
(NT)Q is used instead of btherapeutic cloningQ and bNT stem cellsQ or NTSC
describe stem cells derived from NT embryos. The terms breproductive
cloningQ and btherapeutic cloningQ are used herein as well for clarity.
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Human therapeutic cloning, in which human embryonic
stem cells (hESCs) are derived from somatic cell nuclear
transfer (SCNT) blastocysts, represents an innovative strategy
for overcoming, in principle, immune rejection of differ-
entiated hESCs after transplantation. Until this year, therapeu-276 (2004) 237–252
C. Simerly et al. / Developmental Biology 276 (2004) 237–252238tic cloning in non-murine species encountered seemingly
insurmountable scientific challenges—let alone nonscientific
ones facing clinical investigators. Hwang et al. (2004) reported
the first human therapeutic cloning success, with the derivation
of a pluripotent hESC line from20SCNTblastocysts produced
by the autologous transfer of the donor woman’s own cumulus
cells into her own enucleated oocyte (Hwang et al., 2004).
Because of the profound implications of human therapeutic
cloning, and the unlikelihood of swiftly and reliably confirm-
ing, refuting, and/or extending these findings in clinical
laboratories outside the Republic of Korea (due to laws and
regulations of various other nations), this study investigates
SCNT in fertile non-human primates (NHPs) examining each
experimental parameter, including enucleation procedures and
timing as well as autologous (i.e., transfer of the egg’s own
cumulus cells) versus heterologous donor cell transfer.
Comparisons are made between the developmental fates of
SCNT-NHP embryos after embryo transfer (ET; reproductive
cloning) and with embryonic stem cell derivations (therapeutic
cloning).
Somatic cell nuclear transfer in NHPs is well justified to
answer several basic and preclinical challenges in devel-
opmental biology (Schatten, 2002; Wolf, 2004) including the
following: fundamental discoveries on the mechanisms of
nuclear reprogramming in primates and the developmental
origins of primate embryos both before and after implanta-
tion; the potential to produce limited numbers of NHPs,
identical in nuclear genetics, for biomedical and behavioral
research; as well as answering urgent problems in stem cell
biology (Thomson et al., 1998), especially whether SCNT-
NHP ESCs are indeed immune matched with the donor NHP
in a model with more direct clinical implications than mice.
Fundamentally, development by SCNT conception enables
investigations into the essential mechanisms of fertilization,
genomic imprinting, preimplantation development, embryo-
genesis, placentation, and organogenesis, as well as prenatal
and postnatal normalcy.
Since the birth of bDollyQ (Wilmut et al., 1997), SCNT
offspring have been cloned fromover a dozen species and nine
genera (Wilmut, 2002), including many sheep (Willadsen,
1986;Wilmut et al., 1997),mice (Wakayama et al., 1998), pigs
(Onishi et al., 2000; Polejaeva et al., 2000), cattle (both
domestic and endangered) (Cibelli et al., 1998; Kato et al.,
1998; Vogel, 2001; Wells et al., 1999), and goats (Baguisi et
al., 1999). Successes have been reported with the cloning of a
cat (Shin et al., 2002b), a rat (Zhou et al., 2003), amule (Woods
et al., 2003), and a horse (Galli et al., 2003). Births of SCNT
offspring, including transgenic SCNT offspring (Matsuda et
al., 2002), are rare, with average efficiency rates just 1–3% of
SCNT constructs (Wakayama and Perry, 2002). However,
these figures vary depending on species, technical expertise,
seasonality, andother factors.Regardless of the rarity of SCNT
births, the very achievement of mammalian SCNT during the
past several years has stimulated new insights for deciphering
developmental mechanisms, including vital genomic imprints
in both the fetus and the placenta (Mann et al., 2003; Rideout etal., 2001); bnuclear reprogrammingQ bywhich even terminally
differentiated somatic nuclei are restored back to pluripotency
through chromatin remodeling (Jeanisch et al., 2002; Shi et al.,
2003; Tamada and Kikyo, 2004), and mitochondrial hetero-
plasmy (Hiendleder et al., 2004; St John and Schatten, 2004;
Steinborn et al., 2000), among others. Furthermore, the
research prowess enabled by mouse embryonic stem (ES)
cells, including chimeric offspring production, is swiftly being
extrapolated to primate ES cells—human (Hwang et al., 2004;
Thomson et al., 1998) and nonhuman (Suemori et al., 2001;
Thomson and Marshall, 1998; Wolf et al., 2004) alike. Clonal
propagation of NHP offspring has been achieved by embry-
onic cell nuclear transfer (Meng et al., 1997) in which an
unrelatedmale and female were born following ECNTwith an
8- to 12-cell blastomere nucleus, and by artificial twinning by
disaggregation and later reaggregation of uncompacted
embryos (Chan et al., 2000). Notwithstanding media reports,
human SCNT claims are now considered hoaxes (Schatten et
al., 2003).
Simerly et al. (2003) reported last year on unanticipated
obstacles from NHP-SCNT resulting from the extraction of the
metaphase-II spindle-chromosome complex (SCC) during
cloning’s first step of benucleation,Q that is, removal and
discarding of the meiotic chromosomes along with the spindle
and its adherent structures and proteins (Simerly et al., 2003).
We reported that despite seemingly normal preimplantation
development SCNT-NHP pregnancies did not result, and that
SCNT-NHP constructs showed disarrayed microtubule patterns
and displayed misaligned chromosomes on multipolar spindles,
largely resulting from the depletion of microtubule motors (e.g.,
kinesins) and centrosome (e.g., nuclear mitotic apparatus;
NuMA) proteins during SCC extraction, among other pre-
viously defined reasons. Hwang et al. (2004) introduced several
alternative procedures for SCNT, including the extrusion versus
the extraction of the SCC; enucleation prior to metaphase-II
arrest; autologous SCNT; fructose instead of glucose as the
energy source; sequential culture media; synthetic albumin
replacer; and 2-h reprogramming duration; among others
(Hwang et al., 2004). By investigating NHP-SCNT into
enucleated NHP oocytes, as well as NHP-SCNT into
enucleated bovine oocytes, we present evidence confirming
in NHPs that preimplantation embryonic developmental rates
are significantly improved by employing the technological
innovations of Hwang et al. (2004) to overcome difficulties,
including met-II SCC extraction, that NHP-SCNT produces
cloned embryos routinely and reliably, and that the NuMA and
kinesin behaviors during NHP-SCNT differ fundamentally
when transferred into primate oocytes versus bovine oocytes.Materials and methods
Oocyte collection
Procedures for superstimulation, oocyte staging, and
intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) fertilization of
C. Simerly et al. / Developmental Biology 276 (2004) 237–252 239nonhuman primate eggs were described by Hewitson et al.
(1998). Immature bovine oocytes were obtained from
Bomed (Madison, WI) and overnight express shipped in
modified TC199 maturation media for the collection of
mature oocytes as described previously (Navara et al., 1994).
Enucleation
Removal of the meiotic spindle and chromosomes was
accomplished in two ways. Using the bsquishQ enucleation
method (Hwang et al., 2004; depicted in animation in
supplemental material) for pre-metaphase-II spindle aspira-
tion, a cumulus-free oocyte is held with a holding
micropipette (110 Am outer diameter) and the zona
pellucida is partially dissected with a fine glass needle to
make a slit near the first polar body. The first polar body
and adjacent cytoplasm containing the meiotic spindle,
ranging from telophase-I to pro-metaphase-II, are extruded
by squeezing with the needle. Oocytes are enucleated in
Hepes-buffered TALP supplemented with 0.3% BSA and
7.5 Ag/ml cytochalasin B (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO).
Alternatively, for metaphase-II spindle aspiration, mature
unfertilized oocytes were first exposed to TALP Hepes with
7.5 Ag/ml cytochalasin D (CCD; Sigma) prior to suction
being applied with a 22-Am-I.D. pipette (Humagen,
Charlottesville, VA) to aspirate the first polar body and
underlying cytoplasm, including the second meiotic spindle.
After enucleation, karyoplasts were stained with 5 Ag/ml
bisbenzimide (Hoechst 33342, Sigma-Aldrich) for 5 min
and observed under an inverted microscope equipped with
epifluorescence. Oocytes still containing DNA materials
were excluded from further experiments.
Nuclear transfer
The somatic cell nuclear donor source included disso-
ciated cumulus cells (both autologous and heterologous
sources) and primary rhesus fibroblast cell lines (passage 2–
4). Trypsinized single cells from the confluent fibroblast line
demonstrating a smooth surface or cumulus cells wereTable 1
Development of NHP clones reconstructed with fresh cumulus cells or skin fibro






EFAa 15 12 (80) 6 (50) 3 (50)
EFIADb 14 10 (71) 6 (60) 5 (83)
EFSFAc 12 10 (83) 5 (50) 5 (100)
Fibroblast
(heterologous)
EFAa 12 9 (67) 7 (77) 5 (71)
EFIADb 18 15 (80) 12 (75) 11 (92)
EFSFAc 18 15 (83) 13 (86) 9 (69)
a EFA: Electrical fusion and activation simultaneously.
b EFIAD: Electrical fusion followed by activation 2 h later.
c EFSFA: Electrical fusion followed by sperm factor activation 2 h later.
d One morula was the NT + Fert chimera, with one resulting blastocyst.selected under an inverted microscope and transferred into
the perivitelline space of enucleated oocytes. These couplets
were equilibrated with 0.3 M mannitol solution containing
0.5 mM Hepes, 0.1 mM CaCl2, and 0.1 mM MgCl2 for 4
min and transferred to a chamber containing two electrodes
that were overlaid with the mannitol solution. Couplets were
fused with two DC pulses of 2.7 kV/cm2 for 15 As using a
BTX Electro-Cell Manipulator 2001 (BTX, Inc., San Diego,
CA). Successful fusion was confirmed 45–60 min after
electroporation by absence of the donor cell in the
perivitelline space.
For embryonic blastomere cell nuclear transfer (ECNT),
donor blastomeres were isolated from 16- to 32-cell stage
embryos after zona pellucida removal with 0.5% pronase
(Boehringer Mannheim, Indianapolis IN) and culturing in
Ca+- and Mg+-free TALP-Hepes with 1 mM each EDTA and
EGTA. A single blastomere was pipetted into the perivitel-
line space of an enucleated oocyte and after a 30- to 60-min
recovery fused with two DC pulses as described above. For
some cumulus SCNTs, enucleated oocytes were directly
injected with a single donor cell using a 9-Am pipette,
following the mouse SCNT procedures of intracytoplasmic
nuclear injection (ICNI) (Simerly and Navara, 2003;
Wakayama and Perry, 2002). Bovine SCNT and ECNT were
performed as previously described (Navara et al., 1994).
Activation protocols
Reconstructed embryos were activated (Table 1) by (i)
simultaneous electrical fusion treatment (EFA); (ii) chemical
activation 2 h after NT fusion by exposure to 5 AM
ionomycin (CalBiochem, La Jolla, CA) for 4 min followed
by a 4-h incubation in 1.9 mM 6-dimethylaminopurine
(EFIAD), or (iii) injection of NHP sperm extract (EFSFA;
120–240 pg ml1; Simerly et al., 2003). Activated oocytes
were washed three times with TALP-HEPES (Bavister et al.,
1983) supplemented with 4 mg/ml fatty acid-free BSA
(Sigma-Aldrich) and placed in 25-Al microdrops (five to
seven oocytes per drop) of G1.1 culture media (Vitrolife,
Boulder, CO) under mineral oil at 378C in 5% CO2.blasts
f cloned embryos to develop (% of fused)
2- to 4-cell 8- to 16-cell NT + Fert
chimera
Morula Blastocyst
2 (33) 2 (33) 1 (17) 0
4 (67) 3 (50) 0 0
3 (60) 1 (20) 0 0
5 (71) 5 (71) 3 (43) 3 (43)
11 (92) 9 (75) 3 3d (25) 1d
6 (46) 3 (23) 1 (8) 0
C. Simerly et al. / Developmental Biology 276 (2004) 237–252240Fertilization achieved by mimicking cloning procedures
To dissect the adverse consequences of SCNTs many
harsh physical and chemical procedures (e.g., cytochalasin,
physical enucleation, electrical fusion, chemical activation,
etc.) from the biological incompatibilities of SCNT itself,
we reconstructed fertilized eggs using the procedures of
cloning. These FertClones were produced by the fusion of a
donor nucleus into an intact oocyte followed by ICSI
fertilization 2–3 h later. SCNT+ met-II intact constructs
were produced by fusion of the donor nucleus into an intact
oocyte followed by artificial activation with either sperm
factor or ionomycin/DMAP as described above.
In vitro culturing
All nuclear transfer constructs were developed in
sequential G1-G2-mSOF media as described by Hwang et
al. (2004). G1 media were employed for 48 h after NT prior
to transfer to G2 media for an additional 48 h. Around the
morula stage, embryos were transferred to mSOF with
fructose until blastocyst stage.
Embryo transfer
For embryo transfer, surrogate macaque females were
selected on the basis of serum estradiol and progesterone
levels. Pregnancies were ascertained by endocrinological
profiles and fetal ultrasound performed between days 16 and
30 (Hewitson et al., 1999).
Imaging
Live oocyte imaging was accomplished using a Nikon TE
2000 inverted microscope equipped with polarization optics
(SpindleView; CRI, Cambridge, MA) and a thermoplate
temperature control stage (Tokai HIT Inc., Japan) to maintain
378C. Methods for immunocytochemistry were performed as
described (Simerly and Schatten, 1993). NuMA, human
spleen embryonic tissue and testis (HSET), and Eg5 were
detected using rabbit polyclonal antibodies as described
(Mountain et al., 1999; Simerly et al., 2003). Microtubules
were immunolabeled with E7 mouse monoclonal antibody
(Simerly et al., 1995). BrDU labeling was performed using a
kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions as previously
published (Hewitson et al., 1999). Primary antibodies were
detected using Alexa secondary antibodies (Alexa-546 goat
anti-mouse IgG; Alexa-488 goat anti-rabbit IgG; Molecular
Probes, Eugene, OR). Each primary and secondary antibody
was applied for 40 min at 378C. Rinses were performed with
PBS+ 0.1% Triton. DNAwas fluorescently detected with 10
Ag/ml Hoechst 33342 (Sigma) and 1 AM Toto-3 (Molecular
Probes) added to the penultimate rinse. Coverslips were
mounted in Vectashield antifade (Vector Labs, Burlingame,
CA). Controls included nonimmune and secondary anti-
bodies alone, which did not detect spindle microtubules orcentrosomes. Slides were examined using conventional
immunofluorescence and/or laser-scanning confocal micro-
scopy. Conventional fluorescence microscopy was per-
formed first using a Nikon Eclipse E1000 microscope with
high numerical aperture objectives. Data were recorded
digitally using a cooled CCD camera (Hamamatsu Instru-
ments Inc., Japan) and Metamorph software (Universal
Imaging, West Chester, PA). Laser-scanning confocal micro-
scopy was performed using a Leica SP-2 equipped with
argon and helium–neon lasers for the simultaneous excita-
tion of Alexa-conjugated secondary antibodies and Toto-3
DNA stain.Results
Experimental strategy
Notwithstanding the fundamental and clinical importance
of understanding the early nuclear and cytoskeletal events
following NT for hES cell derivations, appropriate ethical
concerns as well as federal and/or state restrictions prohibit
such investigations on human embryos in the United States.
Because NHP eggs closely mimic the fertilization events
observed in humans (Simerly et al., 1995; Wu et al., 1996),
NT constructs were generated specifically from fertile
macaques for these experiments; i.e., the best oocytes were
studied here. The strategy was first to mirror the techniques
successfully employed in producing human cloned blasto-
cysts for the derivation of hESCs in rhesus and cynomologus
macaques. Next, we sought information on NHP-NT con-
structs and embryo arrests, tracing the microtubule and DNA
configurations during interphase, first mitosis, and embryonic
development. Finally, we investigated specific centrosome-
associated proteins and molecular motors at mitosis and
meiosis, including their fate upon removal of the meiotic
spindle-chromosome complex (SCC), as well as the cortex
overlying the meiotic spindle region and adherent cytoplasm.
bSquishQ enucleation and in vitro development of SCNT
NHP constructs
Dynamic imaging of the spindle-chromosome complex in
live unfertilized NHP oocytes by SpindleView polarization
optics is useful for the accurate assessment of meiosis prior to
enucleation. The second meiotic spindle is seen as a bright,
birefringent bipolar structure against the dark cytoplasm (Fig.
1A, arrow). Squish enucleation of oocytes that nearly
complete first polar body extrusion often removes the SCC
at telophase-I stage (Fig. 1B). Following enucleation by
extrusion at this pre-metaphase-II stage, a single rhesus
fibroblast cell demonstrating a normal karyotype (Fig. 1C,
inset) is transferred by electrofusion, which also serves to
simultaneously activate the constructs. By 8 h postfusion and
activation, a single decondensed nucleus is visible in the
smooth cytoplasm of the 1-cell construct (Fig. 1C).
Fig. 1. SCNT-NHP embryo preimplantation development in vitro. (A) SpindleView imaging of the just formed metaphase-II spindle (arrow) in a living NHP
oocyte. The first polar body (Pb) is visible just above the bipolar spindle structure. (B) Karyoplast formed from bsquishQ enucleation of an oocyte just after
polar body extrusion. The telophase-I spindle is visible after immunolabeling with HSET antibody (green; inset: microtubules, red) and Hoechst DNA stain of
the meiotic chromosomes (blue). (C) SCNT construct from 8-h postactivation following nuclear transfer by electrofusion, showing the single nucleus in the
activated cytoplasm. Inset: Representative normal karyotype from the donor rhesus fibroblast cell line used for somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT). (D–K) In
vitro development of SCNT embryos through the cleavage stages; 2-cell (D), 3-cell (E), 8-cell (F; arrow: slight fragmentation), 16-cell (G), the compacting
morula stage (H), early blastocyst (I; arrow: early blastocoel), expanded blastocyst (J), and the hatched blastocyst stage (K). (L) NHP-ES cells derived from an
NT  ICSI fertilized chimeric blastocyst, as imaged by HMC optics 4 days post-outgrowth on nonhuman primate embryonic feeder (nhpEF) cells. Numbers
represent time postactivation, except panel L: days post-outgrowth. Scale bars = 20 Am.
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from first cleavage to expanded, hatched blastocyst stage is
shown in Figs. 1D–K and Table 1. The in vitro development
of SCNT-derived constructs appears accelerated compared to
ICSI fertilized embryo development (Hewitson et al., 1998).
This difference is perhaps related to the use of a defined
three-stage sequential culture medium employed for NT
embryos in contrast to the traditional use of co-culture in a
complex medium employed after fertilization (S-H Hyun,
personal observation). By 24 h postactivation, the SCNT
constructs have undergone first cleavage, showing even
blastomeres with a single nucleus apparent in each daughter
cell (Fig. 1D). By 36 h postactivation, second division
commences (Fig. 1E; 3-cell embryo with a single daughter
nucleus visible in upper left blastomere). At 50 h post-
activation, 8-cell SCNT embryos are observed, with even
sized, smooth blastomeres, and single nuclei within each cell
(Fig. 1F). Slight fragmentation, a common occurrence in
NHP embryos, is also visible in the perivitelline space of
some embryos (Fig. 1F, arrow). Development to the 16-cellstage is observed by 72 h postactivation (Fig. 1G; focused on
upper plan to show single nuclei in each blastomere) and by
96 h postactivation, the compacted morula with flattened,
undistinguished blastomeres is observed (Fig. 1H). The first
signs of the early blastocyst (Fig. 1I) containing a con-
spicuous blastocoel (arrow) are found by 110 h postactiva-
tion and the expanded blastocyst with a large, distended
blastocoel cavity observed by 125 h postactivation (Fig. 1J).
The fully expanded, hatched blastocyst is observed by 154 h
postactivation, the stage typically selected for isolation of the
ICM to derive stem cells (Fig. 1K).
Table 1 presents NHP-SCNT development with either
fresh, homologous cumulus cells or confluent heterologous
rhesus skin fibroblast cells. Generally, higher successful NT
fusion, nuclear reformation, and embryonic development are
observed using the fibroblast cells as a donor source
compared to cumulus cells. Furthermore, when the electro-
fusion intensity permits simultaneous fibroblast fusion and
cytoplast activation (EFA), significantly more expanded
blastocysts are produced compared to either chemical or
Fig. 2. Abnormal preimplantation development of ECNT-derived NHP
embryos. (A) First mitotic telophase clone (green), showing atypical
chromosome segregation (blue) at the end of first mitosis. Arrow points to a
lagging chromosome (blue) located within the interzonal microtubules
(green). (B–F) Abnormal chromosome segregation (blue) and microtubule
organization (green) in ECNT cloned embryos are apparent at the 2-cell (B),
4-cell (C), 6-cell (D), and 8-cell stages (E), where most of embryonic
development arrests. (F) Control 8-cell stage parthenogenote demonstrating
normal chromosome (blue) and interphase microtubule patterns (green). All
images double labeled for microtubules (green) and DNA (blue). Pb = polar
body. Scale bars = 20 Am.
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the three SCNT blastocysts produced by simultaneous
fusion/activation, only two had identifiable inner cell mass
(ICM) cells following immunosurgery for NT-nhpES cell
derivations. A fourth chimeric blastocyst was derived by the
reaggregation of an SCNT morula (electrofused followed by
2 h ionomycin/DMAP isolation) with a fertilized morula
(Fig. 1L). All of these putative NT-nhpES cells stopped
growing in vitro after 1 week.
Despite 135 embryo transfers into 25 timed NHP
recipients, no evidence of a sustained pregnancy was
confirmed (Table 2). Early pregnancy indicators, e.g.,
ultrasonography and serum nhpCG measurements (Munro
et al., 1997) ~ day 16, are known to be inconclusive
predictors for on-going pregnancies. Table 2 reports
pregnancy establishments as verified by fetal heartbeats
imaged at day 30. Whereas control NHP ETs result in
pregnancy rates as high as 66% (Hewitson et al., 1999), as
in ART clinics, these pregnancy rates vary seasonally and
annually due to both defined (e.g., embryo quality,
surrogates, environmental, and genetic parameters) and still
undefined factors. In parallel studies, contemporaneous with
these experiments, transfer of 147 transgenic and control
ETs into another 41 surrogates led to only 6 confirmed
fetuses, a modest 14.6% pregnancy rate. For these reasons,
definitive conclusions remain premature and await further
investigations.
As previously reported in NHPs, few SCNT embryos
(b1%; Mitalipov et al., 2002) develop to the blastocyst
stage. Here, despite SCNT embryos appearing morpholog-
ically normal (Figs. 1C–K; Table 1), many NT constructs
generated by aspirated enucleation still demonstrate aneu-
ploidy (Fig. 2). DNA missegregation is already prevalent by
first mitotic telophase (Fig. 2A), as evident by lagging
chromosomes and loosely organized DNA at the spindle
poles (Fig. 2A, blue, DNA; arrow: lagging chromatin). At
second division (Fig. 2B), numerous karyomeres in daugh-
ter blastomeres (blue) and abnormal assembly of the second
mitotic spindles are observed (green). By the 4-cell stage
(Fig. 2C), the optimum stage for embryo transfer to timed
recipients for pregnancy establishment in macaques (Chan
et al., 2000), the DNA configurations (blue) vary widely
within each daughter blastomere. As development proceeds
to the 8-cell stage (Figs. 2D–E), monastral interphase
microtubule patterns (green) either lacking DNA or with
inappropriate chromosomes (blue) are observed. A control
parthenogenetic embryo at the 8-cell stage demonstratesTable 2
Outcomes after SCNT transfers into timed recipients







SCNT 135 25 0
Transgenic and
ICSI controls
147 41 6 (14.6%)typical microtubule and DNA configurations for this stage
(Fig. 2F).
Abnormal first interphase microtubule organization in
NHP-SCNT or ECNT constructs is distinct from bovine NT
clones or NHP androgenotes
The somatic cell’s nuclear DNA and cytoplasmic
constituents (i.e., mitochondria and the centrosome, the
cell’s major microtubule organizing center; MTOC) enter
the oocyte’s cytoplasm after SCNT by fusion. Analysis of
microtubule patterns in SCNT constructs, made by aspira-
tion of mature metaphase-II meiotic spindles, suggests that
the somatic centrosome ineffectively assembles cytoplasmic
microtubules near the incorporated somatic nucleus by the
end of interphase (Figs. 3A–B: microtubules, green; DNA,
Fig. 3. Abnormal microtubule patterns after nuclear transfer in NHP, but not bovine, constructs. (A–B) Disarrayed microtubules (green) assembled near the
transferred somatic cell nucleus (blue) indicate a dysfunctional somatic centrosome following intracytoplasmic nuclear injection (ICNI) and activation by either
sperm factor or ionomycin/DMAP. (C) Cortical microtubule patterns (green) similar to parthenogenetically activated oocytes observed after somatic cell
nuclear transfer (blue) and activation. (D) An NHP-NT construct derived by embryonic nuclear transfer using a dissociated 16-cell stage rhesus blastomere.
Multiple microtubule organizing centers (green, arrows) within the cytoplasm are detected distal to the transferred blastomere nucleus (blue). (E) NHP-NT
construct derived by the transfer of a male pronucleus (MPn, blue) into an enucleated oocyte. Microtubules (green) are tightly focused at the transferred nucleus
and radiate into the cytoplasm. Pb: polar body; FPN: female pronucleus. (F) DNA synthesis onset in the transferred somatic cell nucleus (sc, blue) as well as
male (MPN, blue) and female (FPN, blue) pronuclei is detected by BrDU incorporation (green) 20 h post-ICSI. Neither the first nor second polar bodies (Pb)
incorporate BrDU. Inset: Microtubules (red) and DNA (blue). (G–H) Tightly focused microtubule arrays (green) emanating from the transferred nucleus in
activated bovine enucleated cytoplasts following either somatic cell or embryonic cell nuclear transfer. (I) Normal anastral, bipolar spindles (green) with aligned
chromosomes assemble at metaphase (blue) following embryonic nuclear transfer. Similar mitotic spindle morphologies have been observed after somatic cell
nuclear transfer. (J) A focused microtubule array (green) from a rhesus fibroblast cell (blue) transferred into a bovine enucleated oocyte suggests that normal
somatic centrosomal function at interphase is dependent on the maternal cytoplasmic source more than the donor nuclear source. All images double labeled for
microtubules (green) and DNA (blue), except panel F: triple labeled for BrDU (green), microtubules (red), and DNA (blue). Scale bars = 10 Am.
C. Simerly et al. / Developmental Biology 276 (2004) 237–252 243blue), if at all. Typically, a cortical disarrayed microtubule
pattern is observed after SCNT construct activation,
suggestive of microtubule patterns in parthenogenetically
activated oocytes (Fig. 3C: microtubules, green; DNA, blue;
Wu et al., 1996). After ECNT, the contributed blastomere
centrosome(s) consistently assembles cytoplasmic micro-
tubules, albeit from multiple MTOC sites (ECNT; Fig. 3D,
arrows). Conversely, when NT is performed using a male
pronucleus from an ICSI fertilized zygote as the donor, a
more typical symmetrical microtubule array emanating from
the sperm centrosome is observed (Fig. 3E; MPn, arrow).
Following SCNT into a metaphase-II intact oocyte and
activation by ICSI fertilization (Fert+ SCNT), BrDU nuclear
labeling indicates successful DNA synthesis onset and cellcycle progression in the transferred somatic nucleus, as
observed in the decondensed male and female pronuclei,
respectively (Fig. 3F; BrDU, green).
Interspecific SCNT
Because bovine SCNT succeeds at significantly higher
rates than NHP-SCNT, we performed interspecific SCNT to
address the issue of whether the bovine cytoplasm was more
conducive to NT-spindle formation than the NHP ooplasm,
or whether the bovine somatic cell’s centrosome was more
resilient than the NHP somatic centrosome for NT-spindle
organization. Unlike non-human primate clones, bovine X
bovine SCNT results in the formation of a single radially
C. Simerly et al. / Developmental Biology 276 (2004) 237–252244arrayed aster juxtaposed to the nucleus, akin to fertiliza-
tion’s sperm aster (ECNT: Fig 3G; SCNT: Fig. 3H;
microtubules, green). Bovine NT constructs produce normal
bipolar spindles with aligned chromosomes at first mitosis
(Fig. 3I). Furthermore, the bovine egg cytoplasm appears to
tolerate exogenous centrosome transfer better than NHP
constructs, as evident by a focused microtubule astral array
adjacent to the reformed monkey fibroblast nucleus after
SCNT into the bovine enucleated cytoplast (Fig. 3J). These
results suggest that the primate ooplasm might recognize
adventitious centrosomes, other than the sperm centrosome,
and perhaps a mechanism for centrosome destruction,
vestigial from oogenesis, might persist longer in primates
eggs versus their domestic species counterparts.
Androgenesis
To investigate if interphase microtubule defects
observed in NHP activated SCNT and ECNT constructs
are the result of the removal of the SCC during the
enucleation process, we examined microtubule and DNA
patterns in androgenotes, derived by ICSI fertilization of
enucleated oocytes (Fig. 4). As the introduced sperm DNA
decondenses in the enucleated cytoplast, a microtubule
astral array assembles from the introduced paternal
centrosome (Fig 4A, arrow; arrowhead: incorporated
sperm axoneme). The microtubules expand within the
cytoplasm (Fig. 4B, green) and at late interphase are
observed emanating from the duplicated, split paternally
derived centrosomes adjacent to the fully formed male
pronucleus (Fig. 4C, arrows). At late prometaphase, a
bipolar spindle with asters (centrosomes) at each pole and
aligning metaphase chromosomes assembles (Fig. 4D,
arrows; arrowhead: sperm axoneme). Androgenotes typi-
cally progress through first mitosis, completing accurate
chromosome segregation at the first cell division (Fig. 4E).
Eighty percent (8/10) of androgenotes examined at the
pronuclear stage demonstrated normal microtubule and
chromosome patterns, though only 24% (8/33) produced
normal 8-cell stage embryos. Collectively, these data
suggest that interphase microtubule organization after
primate NT has a stricter requirement for the sperm
centrosome than observed in species where nuclear trans-
fer succeeds.Fig. 4. Microtubule patterns are normal in NHP androgenotes. (A–B)
A mature spermatozoa (blue) microinjected into an enucleated rhesus
oocyte assembles tightly focused microtubule arrays (green) from the
sperm centrioles (arrowhead: sperm axoneme) that extend into the
cytoplasm within 8 h post-ICSI. (C) Centrosome duplication, splitting,
and microtubule assembly (green) are observed on opposite sides of the
male pronucleus by 20 h post-ICSI. (D) A bipolar spindle (green) with
small astral arrays (green, arrows) at the spindle poles assembles at
metaphase (blue) in androgenotes. Arrowhead shows the incorporated
sperm axoneme. (E) A 2-cell-stage androgenote demonstrating normal
DNA segregation (blue) and microtubule assembly (green) near the
daughter nuclei following cell division. All images double labeled for
microtubules (green) and DNA (blue). Scale bars = 20 Am.
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proteins, form multipolar spindles with misaligned
chromosomes
At first mitosis, NHP NT constructs, generated after
aspiration of the mature metaphase-II meiotic spindle,
develop disarrayed spindles with misaligned chromosomes
(Figs. 5A–C; Simerly et al., 2003). Following blastomere
NT, the MTOCs observed nucleating microtubules, pre-
sumably from the introduced somatic centrosome(s), are
distinctly misaligned on the assembled tri- or tetrapolar
metaphase spindles containing scattered chromosomes
(Figs. 5A–B, green, arrows). Similar aberrant mitotic
spindle assembly and chromosomal anomalies are found
in mitotic SCNTs, though definitive spindle pole MTOCsthat nucleate microtubules are generally lacking (Fig. 5C,
green).
Key centrosomal and molecular motor proteins are
deficient in mitotic spindles after nuclear transfer, compared
with spindle assembly in constructs produced by combining
nuclear transfer with either fertilization (Simerly et al., 2003)
or artificial activation of intact oocytes (i.e., no enucleation of
the SCC). NuMA, a spindle pole assembly protein found in
mammalian oocytes (Lee et al., 2000; Tang et al., 2004),
concentrates in the reconstituted interphase SCNT or ECNT
nucleus following activation (Fig. 5D, green). However, by
first mitosis, NuMA protein is either not detected (Simerly et
al., 2003) or at barely detectable concentrations on the NT
mitotic spindle poles (Fig. 5E; green). Conversely, mitotic
constructs produced from the activation of intact oocytes after
SCNT (SCNT+ Met-II) generate spindles with more aligned
chromosomes and abundant NuMA on the poles, but still
with misaligned MTOCs (Fig. 5F, green; arrows: centro-
somes). Similarly, the mitotic kinesin HSET, which traffics to
the microtubule minus-ends in meiotic and mitotic spindles
(Simerly et al., 2003), is undetected in mitotic nuclear transfer
spindles displaying misaligned chromosomes (Fig. 5G;
green; inset: microtubules, red; DNA, blue). HSET protein
detection is somewhat restored at spindle poles of mitotic
SCNT+ Met-II constructs (Fig. 5H, green), though the
chromosomes remain scattered in the microtubule spindle
lattice (Fig. 5H, blue). The oppositely directed kinesinmitoticFig. 5. Dysfunctional somatic cell centrosomes and microtubule-based
molecular motors are evident in mitotic metaphase NHP constructs. (A–B)
Mitotic metaphase ECNT construct with tripolar spindles (green), abnormal
centrosome localization (arrows) at the poles, and misaligned chromosomes
at the equator (blue). (C) A first mitotic metaphase SCNT clone with poor
bipolar spindle morphology (green), no discernible somatic cell centrosome
at the spindle poles, and misaligned chromosomes at the equator (blue). (D–
F) NuMA detection in interphase and mitotic NT constructs. (D) NuMA
(green) is detected in the ECNT reconstructed nucleus at late interphase.
Inset: Random disarrayed microtubule pattern (red) and DNA (blue) are
observed in this ECNTclone. Similar observations were made for interphase
SCNTconstructs. (E) An SCNTconstruct at first mitotic metaphase showing
a multipolar spindle (red) with misaligned chromosomes (blue) and
diminished NuMA detection at the poles (green). (F) A first mitotic
metaphase spindle produced from activation of a metaphase-II spindle intact
oocyte after SCNT (SCNT+ Met-II). Four misplaced centrosomes (arrows)
are present within the tetrapolar spindle (red) as the chromosomes align at the
equator (blue). NuMA (green) is strongly detected at the centrosomes and
four spindle poles. (G) The minus-end-directed kinesin HSET (green) is not
detected in SCNT first mitotic constructs. Inset: Spindle microtubules (red)
and misaligned DNA (blue). (H) A first mitotic metaphase spindle in an
SCNT+ Met-II intact construct. HSET is strongly detected at the metaphase
spindle poles (green). Inset: Spindle microtubules (red) and DNA (blue). (I)
The plus-end-directed kinesin Eg5 detection in a first mitotic SCNT spindle.
The multipolar metaphase spindle (red) shows Eg5 present at the centromere
region on the misaligned chromosomes (blue). (J–K) Mitotic metaphase and
telophase spindles in control parthenogenetic embryos. Eg5 (green) is
detected at aligned chromosomes (blue) on bipolar metaphase spindles (red)
but translocates to interzonal microtubules (K: red) and the developing
midbody apparatus by telophase (K: blue). (A–C) Double-labeled images for
microtubules (green) and DNA (blue). All other images tripled labeled for
NuMA (D–F), HSET kinesin (G and H), or Eg5 kinesin (I–K), microtubules
(red), and DNA (blue). Scale bars = 10 Am.
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and on the kinetochore-microtubule bundles in meiotic and
mitotic spindles (Simerly et al., 2003), remains paired at sister
kinetochores on multipolar spindles with misaligned chro-
mosomes in mitotic nuclear transfers (Fig. 5I). This pattern of
Eg5 is similar to kinesin protein detection in parthenogeneti-
cally activated control mitotic embryos at metaphase and
telophase (Figs. 5J–K, green). In summary, when NuMA and
HSETare missing, dysfunctional mitotic spindles form in NT
constructs.
HSET concentrates on the second meiotic spindle in human
and nonhuman primate oocytes
Previous results suggest that meiotic spindle removal
depletes the egg cytoplasm of vital proteins for first mitoticFig. 6. The minus-end-directed kinesin HSET assembles exclusively at the sec
microtubules. (A–C) Microtubule patterns (green) observed in rhesus cytoplast afte
ionomycin/DMAP. Following enucleation, no assembled cytoplasmic microtubules
(B: green) assemble in the DNA-less cytoplast. Rarely, a microtubule structure rese
imaging confirming successful removal of the SCC. (D) Microtubules (red, inset)
chromosomes in a karyoplast following squish enucleation. (E–F) Cytoplasmic H
fibroblast cells (F: green; red, microtubules; blue, DNA) suggests that some somat
30 min with 10 AM paclitaxel demonstrating HSET (green) localization at th
microtubule bundles (arrows). Second meiotic chromosomes, blue. (H–J) A rhesus
and detection of DNA (H, blue), microtubules (I, red), and HSET (J, green). T
antibody. (A, B, C, and E) Double-labeled images for microtubules (green) and
(red), and DNA (blue). (H–J) Single-labeled images for DNA (blue), microtubulespindle pole formation in NT constructs. Here, HSET and
NuMA detection in the enucleated karyoplast and in the
remaining cytoplast following removal of the SCC is
investigated. Following successful enucleation of the SCC
(Fig. 6A, inset, DNA), no assembled microtubules are
observed in the cytoplast (Fig. 6A, green). A large
monastral interphase microtubule array assembles follow-
ing sperm factor or ionomycin/DMAP chemical activation
of the enucleated cytoplast (Fig. 6B, green; inset: DNA).
Rarely, activated cytoplasts will produce atypical, astral
bipolar spindle-like structures without DNA at first mitosis
(Fig. 6C, green; inset: DNA). The SCC-containing
karyoplast, produced by squish enucleation, retains the
intact metaphase-II spindle (Fig. 6D; inset: red, micro-
tubules; blue, DNA) with HSET protein detected in the
spindle lattice (Fig. 6D, green). Cumulus and fibroblastond meiotic spindle in NHPs and not in Paclitaxel-induced cytoplasmic
r enucleation (A) or following artificial activation at 24 (B) or 48 h (C) post-
(A: green) are observed. After activation, abundant disarrayed microtubules
mbling a bipolar spindle (C: green) assembles in the cytoplasm. Insets: DNA
, HSET (green), and DNA (blue) imaging of the intact meiotic spindle and
SET (green) detection in NHP cumulus (E: green; blue, DNA) and rhesus
ic cell HSET may be transferred during NT. (G) A mature oocyte treated for
e spindle pole microtubules (red), though not at assembled cytoplasmic
enucleated cytoplast treated 30 min with 10 AM paclitaxel prior to fixation
he assembled cytoplasmic microtubule bundles are not labeled by HSET
DNA (blue). (D–G) Triple-labeled images for HSET (green), microtubules
s (red), and HSET (green). Scale bars = 10 Am.
C. Simerly et al. / Developmental Biology 276 (2004) 237–252 247SCNT donor cells retain somatic HSET at the cell cycle
stage used for NT (Figs. 6E–F, green), though perhaps at
insufficient concentrations or inappropriate locations to
augment spindle assembly in mitotic NT constructs after
fusion. Likewise, this cytoplasmic protein would largely be
removed due to cytoplasmic stripping in the needle prior to
NT by ICNI into the recipient’s cytoplasm.
Paclitaxel-induced microtubule recruitment
Paclitaxel, an effective microtubule disassembly inhib-
itor, was employed to investigate cytoplasmic HSET
recruitment to augmented microtubules in the presence or
absence of the SCC. Exposure of intact oocytes to Paclitaxel
enhances HSET protein only at the second meiotic spindle
poles (Fig. 6G: arrowheads, HSET, green: arrows: cyto-
plasmic microtubule asters). When the enucleated cytoplast
lacking the SCC (Fig. 6H, blue, DNA) is treated with
paclitaxel, numerous cytoplasmic microtubule bundles
assemble in the cytoplasm (Fig. 6I, red), but without HSET
protein detection (Fig. 6J, green). Taken together, thisFig. 7. The spindle pole matrix protein NuMA is not restricted to the second me
enucleation. (A) NuMA (green), microtubules (red), and DNA (blue) detection of
enucleated cytoplast, formed after removal of the SCC by squish enucleation, show
DNA, blue) in the cytoplasm. (C) A mature NHP oocyte treated for 20 min wit
meiotic spindle (lower arrow; red, microtubules; blue, DNA) and the cytoplasmic
NuMA detection in the somatic cell nuclei of cumulus (D: green) and rhesus
contribute additional NuMA following SCNT. (F) A dFertCloneT failure derived fro
(arrowhead) but was successfully activated by intracytoplasmic sperm injection (IC
(MPn) but diminished in the unsuccessful fibroblast cell (arrowhead) attached at th
The sperm centrosome organizes a microtubule astral array (arrow) near the decon
an intact second meiotic metaphase-II arrested oocyte that unsuccessfully activated
metaphase-II spindle (red) with aligned chromosomes (blue) as well as at the bas
missing from the disorganized multipolar NT spindle microtubules (red) assembli
metaphase-II intact oocyte that failed subsequent activation by sperm factor mic
(lower arrow; red, microtubules; blue, DNA) and the intact second meiotic metaph
labeled for NuMA (green), microtubules (red), and DNA (blue), except panel D: sin
(red) and NuMA (green). Scale bars = 10 Am, except panel D: 1 Am.supports conclusions that HSET distribution is restricted to
the SCC.
Cytoplasmic NuMA after removal of the SCC
NuMA resides at the spindle poles of the SCC following
enucleation by extrusion (Fig. 7A, green). The remaining
enucleated cytoplast has neither assembled microtubules
(Fig. 7B, upper inset, red) or NuMA detection in the
cytoplasm (Fig. 7B, green; lower inset: DNA). Paclitaxel
treatment of SCC-intact oocytes suggests NuMA local-
ization at disorganized spindle poles (Fig. 7C, green, lower
arrow) and the assembled cytoplasmic microtubule asters
(Fig. 7C, green, arrowhead). Both cumulus and fibroblast
SCNT donor cells demonstrate intranuclear NuMA prior to
NT (Figs. 7D–E, green). Yet, abundant maternal NuMA
protein remains after SCC extrusion and is available for
nuclear importation, as seen within an activated enucleated
oocyte that failed SCNT fusion but contains the decon-
densed sperm nucleus (SCNT+ Fert; Fig. 7F, green; MPn:
male pronucleus). Furthermore, the amount of somaticiotic spindle but also resides in the cytoplasm of NHP oocytes after SCC
the intact second meiotic spindle removed by squish enucleation. (B) The
s no NuMA (green) or microtubule assembly (top inset: red; bottom inset:
h 10 AM paclitaxel shows NuMA (green) accumulation within the second
microtubule bundles (upper arrow; red, microtubules; blue, DNA). (D–E)
fibroblast cells (E: green; red, microtubules). Perhaps these somatic cells
m an oocyte that failed nuclear transfer of the fibroblast cell by electrofusion
SI). NuMA (green) is strongly detected in the decondensed male pronucleus
e oocyte surface. Upper inset: Red, microtubules; blue, DNA. Lower inset:
densed male pronucleus. (G) A dFert-CloneT failure produced by SCNT into
following ICSI (arrow). NuMA (green) is found at both poles on the intact
e of the condensed sperm head (blue, arrow). However, NuMA (green) is
ng around the scattered somatic cell chromosomes (blue). (H) ECNT into a
roinjection. NuMA (green) is detected at the poles in both the NT spindle
ase spindle (upper arrow; red, microtubules; blue, DNA). All images triple
gle labeled for NuMA (green), and panel E: double labeled for microtubules
C. Simerly et al. / Developmental Biology 276 (2004) 237–252248intranuclear NuMA provided by a fibroblast cell at fusion is
relatively small compared to the maternal protein available
for nuclear importation (Fig. 7F; green, arrowhead: non-
fused fibroblast cells). Nevertheless, NuMA recruitment to
NT spindles following SCNT appears compromised. Failed-
to-activate SCNT+ fertilization constructs that remain firmly
arrested at second meiosis often display NuMA at both
meiotic spindle poles (Fig. 7G; arrowheads) and at the
condensed sperm head (Fig. 7G; arrow), but with NuMA
missing from the chaotic spindle surrounding the transferred
nucleus (Fig. 7G, NT). Conversely, SCNT combined with
aging metaphase-II intact oocytes (Fig. 7H: upper arrow)
that subsequently fail to activate assemble bipolar NT
spindles that recruit cytoplasmic NuMA to their poles,
though chromosomes do not align properly (Fig. 7H, lower
arrow: green, NuMA). Taken together, the data suggest that
meiotic spindle removal depletes the egg cytoplasm of
HSET, a vital protein for first mitotic spindle pole
formation. Also the residual NuMA, retained within the
oocyte’s cytoplasm following spindle extrusion and
imported into the interphase nucleus following SCNT, is
not effectively targeted to the spindle poles in mitotic
constructs or is below threshold concentrations, perhaps
indicating interference with mechanisms that recruits
NuMA to the microtubule minus-ends (Compton, 1998).Discussion
Cloning, already inefficient, is achieved routinely only in
those well-studied species (domestic species, mice) that
provide vast numbers of both oocytes and surrogates, systems
often capable of multiple deliveries and amenable to transfers
of supernumerary embryos. SCNT now succeeds in nine
mammals (Wilmut, 2002). Primate SCNT research is
advancing knowledge regarding hESC utility and accept-
ability, including ESC derivations without compromising
embryo viability (e.g., embryo splitting and blastomere
biopsy; Chan et al., 2000) as well as from parthenogenotes
with intact meiotic spindles (Cibelli et al., 1998). NHP
offspring generated by SCNT, if successful, might provide
the founding breeding NHPs to produce identical preclinical
models so that crucial investigations requiring NHPs might
be completed faster, with greater accuracy and with fewer
animals studied, since genetic variation confounders in the
currently outbred populations would be minimized.
Notwithstanding the research importance of both repro-
ductive and therapeutic cloning in NHPs, and human
therapeutic cloning, cloning in primates is challenged by
understandable limits on oocyte availabilities, as well as by
cellular requirements in assembling the primate’s first
mitotic spindle that appears stricter than in the species
cloned successfully. SCNT hurdles include problems in
bnuclear reprogramming,Q genomic imprinting, cell cycle
asynchronies, egg activation, and mitochondrial and cyto-
plasmic incompatibilities. Ironically, NHP and humanprimates demand perhaps the only two structures missing
during cloning—the sperm’s centrosome and the egg’s
meiotic spindle-chromosome complex. In cattle, the somatic
centrosome is transferred during SCNT (Navara et al., 1994;
Shin et al., 2002a) while mice rely on the maternal
centrosome in the ooplasm (Schatten, 1994). Unlike cloning
in domestic species (centrosome transfer along with nuclear
transfer; Navara et al., 1994) and in mice (exceptional
reliance on maternal centrosome), primate cloning appears
further hindered by aneuploidies generated after enucleation
(Simerly et al., 2003).
Hwang et al. (2004) have devised procedural innovations
that succeed in human SCNT embryogenesis (depicted in the
appended animation). NT stem cells, i.e., ESC derivations
from SCNT blastocysts, appear less successful than from
blastocysts conceived by fertilization. A single hESC line
was derived from 20 SCNT blastocysts, while three hESC
lines were successfully derived from 17 fertilized blastocysts.
NHP blastocysts with distinct inner cell mass cells are found
in 50% of embryos after fertilization, but only 20% following
SCNT. While these estimates are based on limited data sets,
perhaps ESC derivations after SCNT (therapeutic cloning)
are 80% less successful than ESC derivations from fertilized
blastocysts. Whether NHP-SCNTembryos are equally useful
for either therapeutic cloning or reproductive cloning awaits
further studies, though preliminary evaluations suggest that
ESC derivations from SCNT blastocysts are favored.
Regardless, human reproductive cloning, already considered
unsafe, unethical, and unwarranted, demands enforceable
international consensus precluding any attempts (Annas and
Elias, 2004; Aschwanden, 2003; Kass, 2004).
The assembly and organization of the zygote’s first
mitotic spindle—the zygotic spindle—differ between fertil-
ization and after NT (Fig. 8). During fertilization (left
panel), the sperm enters the egg either by fusion with the
oolemma or by ICSI (shown), and the mature oocyte is
arrested at second meiotic metaphase. The meiotic spindle is
organized by centrosomal molecules including NuMA
(green dumbbells) as well as minus-microtubule end
directed motors (e.g., HSET kinesin). The metaphase
chromosomes align at the equator of the second meiotic
spindle, and other kinesins, in this case Eg5, are localized to
the centromere/kinetochore region. Eg5 is typically a
spindle pole-associated kinesin, and while it is unusually
localized at the centromere in primate eggs, it is detected
only at the spindle poles in mitotic embryonic stem cells
(unpublished results). The egg cortex region adjacent to the
meiotic spindle is different from the rest of the cortex in
primate oocytes, as in other species (cortical cross hatch),
with concentrations of fodrin (Schatten et al., 1986), WAVE
1 (Rawe et al., 2004), myosin IIA/B (Simerly et al., 1998),
and dense microfilaments (Maro et al., 1990).
The sperm aster (middle left panel) assembles from the
centriole-containing centrosome contributed by the sperm,
subjacent to the male pronucleus (insert) as the female
pronucleus decondenses. The cortical specification is
Fig. 8. Centrosome transmission during primate nuclear transfer (right) and
fertilization (left). NT begins with squish enucleation (top right), the
C. Simerly et al. / Developmental Biology 276 (2004) 237–252 249depicted by the cross hatch and both the first and second
polar bodies are excluded for clarity. The zygotic spindle
(lower panel, left), that is, the zygote’s first mitotic spindle
after fertilization, contains centrioles within either spindle
poles, or at least the spindle pole with the incorporated
sperm tail. While it is assumed that the centrioles in the
spindle pole contralateral to the sperm tail results from the
replication of the sperm centriole, experimental proof is still
lacking. The zygotic spindle poles also contain NuMA,
HSET, and other centrosome molecules, for example,
gamma-tubulin (Palacios et al., 1993; Stearns et al., 1991),
pericentrin (Doxsey et al., 1994), and PCM-1 (Balczon et
al., 1994, 2002; Dammermann and Merdes, 2002).
Nuclear transfer involves artificial activation and avoids
exposure to sperm (right panel). Removal of the maternal
DNA is performed earlier than metaphase-II arrest by
following the procedures of Hwang et al. (2004). Here we
show that spindles ranging from telophase-I to pro-metaphase-II are extruded (upper panel, right). Extrusion
of these pre-metaphase-II spindles extracts a smaller spindle
centrosome complex (SCC), discarding fewer microtubule-
and centrosome-associated molecules and adhering cyto-
plasm, and less specialized cortex. During NT, the somatic
cell contributes its own centrosome along with the somatic
centriole (middle right). However, unlike bovine NT, either
the somatic centriole/centrosome complex is inactive in
NHP oocytes or the primate oocytes retain a centriole/
centrosome destruction mechanism that might persist longer
in primate oogenesis than in other animals. Immature
oocytes destroy centrioles (Szollosi et al., 1972), yet the
mechanism is neither understood nor conserved among
different mammals (Schatten et al., 1994).removal of the unfertilized oocyte’s pre-metaphase-II meiotic spindle-
chromosome complex (SCC), leaving some NuMA (Green cross-linker)
and HSET (Red pacman) molecular motor protein remaining in the
ooplasm. Better retention of vital proteins (i.e., myosin-II, fodrin, Wave-1;
actin filaments: cross hatches) in the meiotic spindle cortex perhaps
required for cleavage furrow formation at first mitosis is also anticipated
following squish enucleation. Right inset: Enucleation of the pre-
metaphase-II SCC removes less of the minus-end-directed spindle proteins
NuMA (green cross-linker) and HSET motors (Red pacman). Middle right:
Nuclear transfer by electrofusion (yellow lightening bolt) introduces an
embryonic or somatic nucleus and centrioles (red orthogonal cylinders)
containing g-tubulin and pericentrin (red lattice) into the enucleated
cytoplast, as well as providing the simultaneous activating stimulus to
initiate development. The fate of the somatic centriole/centrosome complex
in the developing NT construct is not currently known. Bottom right:
Enucleation by squish extrusion along with simultaneous fusion/activation
results in more organized bipolar first mitotic spindles, although some
chromosome misalignments that produce aneuploid embryos are still
evident. Inset: NT-mitotic spindles display mostly aligned chromosome
pairs (blue) with Eg5 at their centromere/kinetochore regions (yellow
pacman). Microtubules assemble (green) into organized spindles with both
NuMA (green cross-linker) and HSET (red pacman) present at their spindle
poles. Fertilization left: sperm entry, by either IVF or ICSI (shown),
activates the egg’s metabolism and contributes the paternal haploid genome
to the now fertilized zygote. Left inset: The typical meiotic spindle arrested
at second metaphase (blue chromosomes) is unusual since it lack centrioles
at the poles. The plus-end-directed kinesin motor, Eg5, concentrated at the
centromeres (yellow pacman), anchored at the growing end (+) of the
polarized microtubules (green). Centrosome molecules NuMA (green
cross-linker) and HSET (red pacman), responsible for meiotic spindle
organization, are concentrated at the converging microtubule () ends and
would be removed during enucleation at this stage. Middle left: The
fertilizing sperm contributes the centriole pair (red orthogonal cylinders)
containing paternal g-tubulin and pericentrin (red lattice). This sperm
centrosome complex recruits maternal g-tubulin from which sperm aster
microtubules assemble (green). Bottom left: First mitotic spindle assembly
after fertilization. The sperm centrosome duplicates during first interphase,
with the sperm tail-centriole complex visible at one pole of the bipolar,
anastral spindle. The bipolar mitotic spindle contains aligned chromosomes
(blue) with Eg5 at each kinetochore pair (yellow pacman). NuMA (green
cross-linker) and HSET (red pacman) are found at the spindle poles along
with the centrioles and g-tubulin/pericentrin (red lattice). The other spindle
pole (demarked by a question mark) is either organized without a centriole
pair or contains centrioles of unknown derivation (either coming from the
duplicated, split paternal centriole or perhaps derived from de novo
maternal centriole formation).
C. Simerly et al. / Developmental Biology 276 (2004) 237–252250The zygotic spindle after NT in primates is organized
around centrosomes that contain NuMA and HSET, but
without centriole-containing centrosomes. While these
zygotic spindles are bipolar and barrel shaped, they may
be less accurate in mitotic chromosome alignment and
anaphase chromosome segregation (right bottom) than
centriole-containing zygotic spindles after fertilization.
SCNT affords a novel strategy for investigating cyto-
plasmic inheritance. For example, mitochondria are mater-
nally inherited (Giles et al., 1980) naturally and after SCNT
(ovine unimaternal; Evans et al., 1999; bovine; bimaternal;
Steinborn et al., 1998; murine bimaternal tissue specific;
Inoue et al., 2004). Recently, triparental heteroplasmy has
been shown after ECNT-NHP (St John and Schatten, 2004).
MtDNA in both ECNT offspring are derived from three
lineages—the oocyte and both embryonic lineages (the
anticipated maternal mtDNA and unexpectedly paternal
mtDNA from the donor blastomere). Heteroplasmic trans-
mission has been reported in ART clinics (Barritt et al.,
2002; Schultz and Williams, 2002) and might confound
ESC or offspring (Inoue et al., 2002) phenotypes.
Reproduction is error prone: Clinically, fewer than a
quarter of natural conceptions succeed (Edwards, 2001), and
even in favorable systems, somatic cell nuclear transfer is at
least 10-fold worse. Multiple defects are likely to account
for cloning failures (Rideout et al., 2001): for example,
nuclear reprogramming; telomere shortening; cell cycle
asynchrony; gene misexpression during development;
genomic imprinting errors; suboptimal culture conditions;
mitochondrial heteroplasmy (St John and Schatten, 2004);
mitotic spindle defects resulting from centrosome and motor
extractions during enucleation (Simerly et al., 2003);
exaggerated placenta: fetus ratios; and technical damage.
Notwithstanding these reproductive cloning hurdles, ther-
apeutic cloning for human and NHP stem cell research has
been dramatically accelerated by the findings of Hwang et
al. (2004). Determining whether ESC derived after SCNT
are indeed immune matched to the donor is now possible
with nonhuman primates.Acknowledgments
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